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AREA ANALYSIS INTELLIGENCE PLAN 
CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, DEPARTMENT OF 
THE ARMY 
1. References 
a. Reorganization of the Department of the Army - Intelligence, 
dated 14 March 1962, Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (ACSI) DA. 
b • Disposition Fom, Comment No.1, dated 16 May ,l962, subject: 
Planning Group for .Reorganization of 0 S&T In~lligence. Paragnph 17 ot 
inclosure thereto (Tab A) provides guidance for the Area Analysis Planning 
Ccmn1ttee. 
c. Department of the Army Reorganization Planning Directive 
No. 381-2, dated 18 May 1962, subject: Military Intelligencej Technical, 
Area Analysis, e.nd Order of Battle Intelligence Production (Tab B.). 
d. Letter from the Director, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) 
dated 23 May 1962, subject: Consolidation of Army Area .AnalySis Produc~ion, 
aDd 1st Indorsement thereto by the Director of Foreign Intelligence, 
Assistant Chiet of Statf for Intelligence, DA, dated 4 June 1962. (Tab C) 
2. General 
a. Tbis plan has been prepared 10 implementation of the DA 
Heorgan1zation Directive, reference lc above. 
b. Additional guidance suppli ed in references lb and ld above, 
haa been tollowed. '!be organizational concept del1nea1ie4 in this plan 
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tollows specifically the general plan presented to, and approved by the 
Assistant Chief of Staff tor Intelligence, DA, on 4 May 1962, except the 
creation ot a new division in the Transportation Department of the Area 
Analysis Intelligence Agency, as agreed to with the representatives of the 
Transportation Intelligence Agency. 
c. Representatives of the intelligence agencies of the Chemical, 
Ordnance, Quartermaster, Signal and Transportation Corps, and the SUrgeon 
General, have participated in the development ot all aspects of this plan. 
d. Personnel figures utilized tor manning purposes Were not 
those provided in reterence 1& above, but were arrived at finally with 
~chnical Ddvision, OACSI, on the basis of new personnel inventories 
supplied by the Technical Services. 
3. Mission - Chief of Engineers 
1be Chiet of Engineers, as the Program Administrator tor Army 
Area Analysis Intelligence, will plan, coordinate and produce area ane.l.ysis 
intelligence to meet Departmental, Joint, National and Command Intelligence 
requirements to support planning, operations and training in the fields ot 
Transportation, Military Geography, Telecommunications and Military Resources 
to include Population and Potential Manpower j tormulate I review and revise 
program-budgets connected with activitiesj and integrate health and 
sanitation data produced by the Surgeon , General with other area analysis 
intelligence as required. 
4. Organization: 
. 4 
a. General. Tab D 1s a chart indicating the general organizational 
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structure for area analysis intelligence within the Department of De€ense, 
showing the agencies and elements concerned, and command or directive 
and operational channels involved. 
b. Chief of Engineers. Within the Office of the Chief of 
Engineers the Directorate of TOpography and M[11tary Engineering is the 
prtmaty element responsible for meeting the area analysis intelligence mission. 
Within the Directorate, the Area AnalysiS Di,:ision 1s th~ staff element · ; 
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responsible specifically for staff supervision of all area analysis activities ~ 
to accanplish the mission. Inclosures #1 to Tab E provides mission and 
functional statements and an organizational chart for the division. 
c. Area Analysis Intelligence Agency (AAIA). As the principal 
operating agency for the Chief of Engineers, there will be established 
directly under the Commanding Officer of the Army Map Service, the Area 
Analysis Intelligence Agency (the full title might well be: U.S. Army 
Area Analysis Intelligence Agency 1 Corps of Engineers. Inclosure #2 to 
Tab E provides mission and tunction81 statements and an organizational 
chart for the Agency. In accordance with reference Id above I the Mili ta.ry 
Industrial Department of the AAIA will be located phySically at ArliMton 
Hall station. ~is will necessitate the establishment of a small adm1nistrati~ 
element in the headquarters of the department t6 handle the flow of 
correspondence, ·materials and documentation between AMS and Arlington Hall 
station. Further, arrangements are necessary with the Foreign .Science 
and Technology Center, AlIC, to provide for .temporary "satellit1ng" ot the 
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department for common use items - particularly documentation. 
d. Contracts. It is considered essential that the current 
contracts with the Department of the Interior involving the Military Geology 
Branch, U. S. Geological Survey, the Georgetown University for transportation 
intelligence, and the Radio Corporation of America for telecommunications 
intelligence be continued . 
e. t-Edical Infonnation & Intelligence Agency. 'Collocated at the 
Army Map Service with the Area Analysis Intelligence Agency, will be the 
Medical Infonnation and Intelligence Agency receiving installation support 
from the Commanding Officer, AMB. '!he Surgeon General will transfer. 
annually such funds to the CO, AMS as are required to cover the cost of the 
logistic support involved. 
5. Relationships 
a. Assistant Chief of staff for Intelligence and the Chief of 
Engineers. Chief of Staff Regulations No. 381-1, subject: MILITARY 
INTELLIGENCE; Intelligence Rel.ationships (draft revision now undergoing 
review by staff and command elements concerned) defines the relationships 
in the functional areas of collection, production and dissemination. 
Additionally, the Area AnalysiS Division, OCE, will work directly with 
the Defense Intelligence Agency and other governmental agencies in the 
development ot the details regarding programs and projects, once the annual 
requirements have been established by ACSI. In the case- of unscheduled 
projects, the initial point of' contact will be the Area Analysis DiviSion, 
both by ACSI and DIA. In the case of the latter, the Area Analysis 
Division will inform ACSI of the nature and extent of the project involved. 
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ACSI will have direct contact with the Area Analysis Intelligence Agenpy 
(AAIA) for servicing of minor intelligence requirements and for information 
regarding project activity_ The Area Allalysis Division will advise ACSI 
on the status of program or project accomplishment by adequate period1c 
reporting, or upon request. 
b. Chief of Engineers, Connnanding Officer, AMS and the Area 
Analysis Intelligence Agency. 'lb.e Chief of Engineers, through the Area. 
Analysis Division} Directorate of Tbpography and Military Engineering, will 
direct and exercise staff supervision over the activities of the AAIA. 
The program and budget and project activities of the AAIA and the contract 
agencies will be determined by the Chief of Engineers, based upon recommen-
dations by the CO, ANS, as developed by the MIA. 1he CO, AMS, will budget 
for the entire AAIA operation and contract activities, and will arrange for 
transfer of m cessary funds from the Surgeon General to cover costs of 
/' 
installation support for the Medical Information and Intelligence Agency. 
Formal assigrunents will be made to the MIA through the CO, AMB. '!hereafter, 
direct ch8lUlels ;rill be maintained between the Area Analysis Division, OCE 
and the Director AAIA. Implementation of all Chief of Engineers' policy 
matters will be through the CO, AMB. 'lhe Area AnalySis Division will 
accomplish only such review of intelligence production as isne~eseary to 
accomplish quality control. The AAIA will provide the Chief of Engineers 
such reporting as is considered necessary by the Chief of' Eng1ne.ers to 
maintain tIl8DQ.,gement and. to advise higher author1 ty. 
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c. Contracts. The program and budget and major project activity 
for contract agencies will be determined by the Chief of Engineers. The 
MIA will have full operational control (See Incl #3 to Tab E) over the 
implementation of the program and over project activities of the agencies, 
including final review of products. 'TIne contract agencies will provide 
program, budget and project data to the AAIA for incorporation in the 
total area analysis reporting to the Chief of Engineers, through the CO, 
AMB. The reporting will provide clear delineation of the efforts of the 
contract agencies. 
d. Army Map Service. Inclosure #3 to Tab E provides a chart 
indicating relationships within the Army Map Service and the AAIA relatlon-
, 
Ships with the contract agencies. lJ.be system is deeif;gned to provide maximum. 
yet efficient centralized control by the MIA, to insure a single point of 
contact on operational matters. It further indicates the free flow of data 
and materials to avoid any "layering" or bottlenecks in production. Wi th 
" 
the physical establisbment of the Military Industrial Department at Arlington 
Hall Station, the AAIA will provide a small administrative element within 
the headquarters of the department to handle the flow of correspondence 1 
materials and documentation between AMS BOd Arlington Hall Station. 
e. DIA, ACSI, Chief of Engineers and AAIb-- '!be primary 
responsibility of the MIA will be the meeting of DIA requirements which will 
include Army requirements for area analysis intelligence. These requirem.ents 
w1l1 be received by the Chief of Engineers annually, from j.CSI and thence 
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levied on the CO, AMB. Once the program is established, a free flov of 
production items viII occur betveen the DIA Production Center and the AAIA. 
The Chief of Engineers wHl advise DIA on the status of accomplishment of 
such programs by periodic reporting through ACSI. In the case of unscheduled 
projects of a major nature, the DIA Production Center will levy the require-
ments directly on the ~~ief of Engineers for accomplishment by the AAIA. 
The Area Analysis Division, aCE will advise ACSI of the receipt of these 
projects, possible effects upon production and completion of requirements. 
DIA vil1 have direct contact with AAIA on operational matters and to 
secure ansvers to queries for information of a spot nature. Review of 
intelligence products by ACSI and the Chief of Engineers viII be accqmplished 
on a "quality control" baSiS, but in any event not to provide a separate 
echelon of review prior to delivery of studies to DIA by the AAIA. 
6. Tables of Distribution 
a. Tables of Distribution and Manning Charts for the Area Analysis 
Division, Directorate of Topography and Military Engineering, OCE, and the 
Area Analysis Intelligence Agency are appended as Inclosure #1, 2, 4, thru 11 
respectively to Tab F. With respect to the Area Analysis Division, 13 of 
the 27 personnel spaces (2 military 11 civilian) are departmental; the 
remaining 14 are field spaces. It is recognized that positions indicated 
on the manning charts are tentative subject to job classification and Civil 
Service employment pr ocedures . 
b. The manning for the tables has been accomp~ished on the basis 
of alaocating the personnel resources available from the Area Analysis 
Branch, ACSI (TIFA), and the intelligence agencies of the Technical Services, 
as listed below: 
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Militaq: Civilian TOtal 
ACSI '4 c .16, I[) 2-0/.J ,,) 
Chief of Engineers 38 444 482 
Chief Chemical Officer 0 4 4 
Chief of Ordnance 0 5 5 
QUartermaster General 0 5 5 
Chief Signal Officer 1 45 46 
Chief of Transportation 36 122 158 
Totals 79 641 12Oji3 
These totals includes 12 unfunded spaces of the Chief of Transportation a~d 
14 unfunded spaces of tbe Chief of Engineers. 
c. A summary manning table for MIA as sh9WO on the follOWing page. 
d. Within the contract agencies, man years are available as follows: 
Military Geology Brancb, USGS 127 
Georgetown University 50 
Radio Corporation of America 24 
Total 201 
e. Additionally, 80 civilian man years are available in AMS for 
support. 
f. The total of man years available, therefore, in the area analysis 
intelligence field is: 
Military 
Civilian 
TOtal 
19 
922 
loozt-
g. Inclosure 3 Tab F is an organization cbart for the Area 
Analysis Division, OCE, indicating proposed grade structure for positions 
.< 
to be established. The proposed grade structure for tbe MIA is based on the 
intelligence research specialist journeyman grade level as GS-12, with senior 
intelligence research specialists and assistant branch cbiefs as GS-13. 
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SUMMARY MANNING TABLE n: rrtl 0; 
,. 
a EM we e TOTAL -I 
-I 
lIdqts" AAIA/' 2 3 5 ::t: m' 
z 
Control end Requirement Div. 6 45 
,. 
1 5 57 -I 
-Hdqts (1) (1) (2) 0 :z Control Branch (4) (1) {4} ( 32) (41) ,. 
Requirements Branch (1) (13) (14) r 
> 
;0 
(3) 94 0 Support Division 97 :::r: 
-Hdqts (2~ (2) < m Documents Branch (42 ~42) . (I) 
Graphics Branch (40) 40) 
Photo Branch (3) (10) (13) 
Special Intell Div. 2 9 68 79 , 
Transp. Dept. 2 8 14 136 160 . 
Hdqts. (2) (6 ) (8) (16l Highways Div. (1) (4) (37) t Railway Div. (1) (3) , (37) 41 j:HWs Div. ~4) (27) 31) Ports 3) (27) (30) 
Mil Ind. Dept. 1 3 101 105 
Hdqts. (1) (10) (11) 
Te1com. Div. (27) (27) 
Mil Resources Div. (3) (64) (67) 
Environment Dept. 4 16 1 169 190 
Hdqts. (1) ~7) (8) 
Terrain Div. (1) (3) ( 4) (73) 
Urban Areas Div. (1) (2) (1) (66~ (70) Coasts & Landing Beach Div. (1) (1) {27 (39) 
11 {/t ( (,'.:< ... / .......... .1 
TOTAIS 3$ 37 23 '61f:l .~ 
SA 
t····· 
/ 
,."'.1' __ • • 
Area branch chiefs ore Ce signa t ed as GS-14, chiefs of divisions as GS- 15, and 
departments chiefs as GS- 16 . 
7. Program 
B. Tab G is the general program for area analysis intelligence 
activities developed i n the Commend Schedule format. It is based on the 
total man years involved, as in paragraph 6f above; i.e.: 975. 
b. The Schedule is patterned generally after the format previously 
utilized by the Technical Services in reporting to ACSI.. Sub-elements have 
been added under certain summary line items to identify and report against 
specific major efforts, such as LOC studies, TacCTA's Port Briefs and 
longrange joint programs vith the overseas commands. 
c. The major production effort is represented in the Command 
Schedule by line 2d, NIS Sections and Contributions, representing 56~ of 
the total production forecast. No NIS production has been forecast for 
Sections 17 and 18, nor for Chapters 7 and 8. 
d. As soon as reorganization plans have been implemented, physical 
moves effected and a short readjustment period allowed, the Chief of 
Engineers viII supply ACSI the detailed project activity breakdown for area 
analysis intelligence, folloving the format of previous submittals by the 
Technical Services. 
8. Funding 
a. To accomplish the program, a funding level of $8,048.000 1s 
required. Details af the required funding program; tge currently available 
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funding resources; and the budget estimate are contained in Tab H. A 
sunnnary is provided below. HNet support received" includes funds in the 
amoWlt of $140,745 to pay for AMS mapping and geodesy support to Area 
Analysis Special Intelligence activities. BA 2870, Mapping and Geodesy 
will provide $25,200 to pay for similar Area Analysis support to Mapping 
and Geodesy. 111e net transfer of funds, therefore, to AMS for Special. 
Intelligence SUpport will be $115,545. 
Personal Services and Fringe Benefits 
Travel, Supplies and Equipment 
Contracts 
Net Support Received 
Other Costs 
TOTAL 
$4,867,000 
175,200 
2,105,000 
886,700 
14,100 
$8,048,000 
b. Md.i tionally, annual funding 1n the amount of $100,000 1s 
required by AMS for Operation & Maintenance of Fac11i ties. One-time funding 
ot $50,000 is required to cover costs of moving personnel to AMS, end 
alteration of facilities and phone installations at Arlington Hall station 
c. Within the funding, the amount: of $886,700 has been allocated 
for support services by AMS. 'Ibis includes: map evaluation data, photo 
services, manuscript f~le servicing, geodetic data, photogrammetr1c services, 
reproduction and distribution. 
d. At the end of Part II of Tab H, under NOmS, a listing of 
untinanced requirements is provided. '!be LOC studies and"increase in 
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Georgetovu University contracting have been the subject of separate 
discussions ~ith ACSI by the Transportation Intelligence Agency. 
9. Documents 
a. 'lhe question of handling documentation, particularly in the 
interim period until the Army Map Service completes amalgamation, 1s one 
of cr1 tical importance. 1herefore, a separate study has been made of this 
problem by a special Documents Sub-Committee of the General Planning 
Cormnittee for Area Analysis. 'ilie committee's report is attached as Tab I. 
b. It is to be noted that liaison with and. support from the 
Foreign Science & 'l\!chnology Center (FSTe) are required as an inherent part 
of this plan, until such time as full amalgamation of documentation takes 
place, or until arrangements have been completed for securing copies of 
all area analysis documentation. 'lhese matters have been discussed with 
the Committee Chairman, Operations support Division, for development of the 
Faro Plan. 
10. Transfer of Personnel & Funding 
a. C'.lrrently, the Reorganization Planning Directive, reference 
10. above, indicates assumption of responEibil1ty by the Chief ot Engineers 
for the production of area analysis intelligence on 1 July 1962. No date 
was set. for the physical transfer of personnel and selected equipment and 
for the transfer of funding. 
b. With the clarification of DIA plans, as delineated in reference 
ld above, the need for wi tholding author! ty for transfer of personnel end 
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fUnd1ngno longer exists. The Chief of Engineers recommends the date ?f 
26 August 1962 for such transfer, to coincide with the beginning of the AMS 
pay period. 
c. It is antiCipated that, ·prior to 26 August, certain moves to 
AMS can take place not prejudical to production, and which would assist in 
orderly transfer of personnel end facilities. '!bese will be arranged 
individually with the agencies concerned. 
11. Recommendations on Mattera Not Currently Resolved 
A. ,!Jenera!. Reorganization of the Army and the concurrent re-
organization of the Department of the Army' a intelligence resources pose 
certain specific problems in the field of area analysis which need tmmediate 
action1 particularly if specified activities are to continue without 
degradation of production. Recommendations on these are supplied below. 
b. Overseas Commands. To insure continuity of operations} it 18 
recommended that the Chief of Engineers be authorized to continue the 
technical channel, contacts, relating to area analysis intelligence, now 
utilized by the other technical services with their counterparts in over-
seas commands. 'Ibis is particularly important, for example, in the case 
of the Signal Corps Intelligence Agency, where certain Signal Intelligence 
Detachments overseas are under the operational control of theASency. 
c. ACSI Geographic Specialist 1eams. With the centralization of 
area analysis. under the Ch1ef of Engineers, and the concurrent transfer to him 
... 
ot ACSI personnel f'oI'Dlerly engaged in the staff supervision of ACSI 
Geographic Specialist Teams, the latters t continued activity will be devoid 
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of adequate support. It is, therefore, recommended that staff supervision 
of activities and foreign mission training of the active Geographic 
Specialist teams be transferred to the Ch:fe f of Engineers. 
d. Strategic Intelligence Detacbments (SID). It is recon:mended 
that arrangements be made with Headquarters CONARC to permit continued 
1iai80n with Reserve SID's to insure continuity of training in their fields 
of specialty, and to provide annual active duty training at the AAIA~ 
e. lOObilization Designees. Reorganization poses specific 
problems with respect to Technical Services MObilization Designees to 
intelligence activities. Division ot intelligence activities among ACe!, 
the Chief ot Engineers and the Army Materiel Collml8lld will necessitate 
• 
reexamination of assignments, to insure proper placement of officer personnel 
'Who woul.d be responsible for the fields of OB, Materiel. and Area Anal.ysis 
Intelligence. 
f. Relationships with CONUS Commands. Although draft COO 
381-1 spells out the general relationships among ACSI, the Army Materiel 
.Coumand (Am), the Chief of Engineers and the SUrgeon General,· certain 
procedural problems need resolution, not only with respect to AYiJ, but also 
with STRICOM, CONARC and CDC. It is anticipated that normal procedures vill 
be followed by the Commands in contacts 'With the Area Analysis Division, 
OCE and MIA with respect to It spot" 1ntormation requests. In the case of 
projects that can' be progremmed, the requirements will, of course, be 
levied on the Ch1ef of Engineers by ACSI. With respect to unscheduled project 
.< 
type activity, it is recOnmended that the initial contact by the Army 
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c. 
Commands be with the Area Analysis Division, OCE, as in the case of DIA; 
and that ACSI be informed on the scope and nature of the project, deadline dates 
and possible impact on scheduled production. Unscheduled STRICOM projects 
should be coordinated first with ACSI~ 
g. Technical Services Intelligence Detachments. 'lhe entire 
question of the 'Th:chnical Services Intelligence Detachments' end 1eams' 
future needs resolution. It is understood that ACSI is currently making a 
study of the problem. The 'Th:chnical Services' representatives .for the 
development of this plan on Area Analysis feel that it is essential to 
continue close working relationships with teams that have responsibilities tor 
area analysis intelligence, as well as technical intelligence, to ensure 
adequate project activity for training purposes. 
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17. GUIDANCE FOR THE AREA ANALYS IS PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Responsibility for planning the reorganization of area analysis 1n-
intelligence production is assigned to the Corps of Engineers which will form 
such subcommittees as it finds necessary. On completion of the detailed plan, 
the Chief of Engineers will submit his plan to the Assistant Chief of Staff 
for Intelligence for approval. Guidance for planning this reorganization is 
as follows: 
a. The division must be clearly identifiable as an intelligence 
collection and production unit, both as to funding and personnel spaces. 
b. The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) plan for organization of 
a production division must be complemented functionally so that coordination 
with and response to like DIA and OCE elements is timely and effic~ent. 
c. Missions and functions must be delineated clearly so that there is 
no DIA concern about unnecessary dual coverage by Army and another service in-
telligence producer or by two Army intelligence producers. 
d. Personnel of all technical services will be integrated into one 
overall organization, except those of the Surgeon General which will be 
collocated. 
e. All technical services affected will be represented on the OCE , 
planning committee. 
f. Deadline for submission of detailed FSTC plans. to the Planning 
Group Director is 4 June 1962. 
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DARPD 381-2 
HEADQUARrERS , REOIGANIZATION PLANNOO DIRECTIVE} 
No. 381-2 
DEP ARrMENT OF THE ARMY 
Washington 25, D. C., 18 May 1962-
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
TECHNICAL, AREA ANALYSIS, 
AND ORDER OF BATrLE lJiJTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION 
1. References. a. Letter, AGAM-P (M) 320 (25 Jan 62) COMPT-M, Head-_ 
quarters, Department 01 the Army, 26 January 1962, subject: "Reorganization 
of the Department of the Army" • 
b • Letter, ACSI -P, Headquarters, Department of the Army, Office of the 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, 14 March 1962, subject: "Recom- _ 
mended Organizational structure for Army Intelligence in-the Reorganization of 
the Army". 
2. General. a. The functions, responsibilities, and resources identi-
fied with the production of technical, area analysiS, and order of battle 
intelligence within the Department of the Army will be reassigned as prescribed 
herein, to the Commanding General, Army Materiel Command (CG J .AM]), the Chief 
of Engineers, and to the Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence (AGSI), re-
spectively. Personnel spaces and funds will be transferred to the Defense 
Intelligence Agency (DIA1 as transfers of functions are made known. 
b. The chiefs of the technical services retain their present responsi-
bilitIes for producing intelligence and administering their intelligence organ-
izations until the transfers directed herein are accomplished. In the interim 
period between the transfer of personnel spaces and ~unds to the CG, AMC and 
his assumption of the task or producing intelligence, the ACSI will admin.ister 
the Foreign Science and Technology Center and be responsible for its intelli-
gence production program. Effective date for transfer of this control will be 
announced by the CG, .AM;. 
c. The SUrgeon General will continue his present intelligence mis6~on. 
3. Fore! n Science and Technology Center A Materiel -Command. A 
Foreign Science and Technology Center FSTC will be eBtabl~Shed within the 
AMC for the purpose of producing foreign technical intelligence to support CG, 
AM:: -and Department of the Arroy. Responsibilities for planning and implementa-
tion are assigned as rollows: 
a. Commandi General Army Materiel Command. 
1 Approve detailed organization and missions; 
2 Arrange :for transfer of personnel spaces, personnel, and funds 
with the ACSI, the Deputy Chief of staff fo~ LogistiCS (DCSLOG), 
and the technical servicesj 
(3) Establish effective date for assumption of control of the FSTC; 
and (4) Issue such directives as may be required to accomplish the 
above. 
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b. Assistant Chief of Staff for rntelli ence ACSr • 
1 Complete detailed plan for the FSTC including missions, func-
tions, programs, funding costs, and tables of distribution and 
submi t it to the «G, AM:: for approval; 
(2) Effect coordination as required between Department of the A~ 
and the Defense Intelligence Agency; 
(3) Wi~hin their present locations, form technical service and OACSr 
technical intelligence resources into elements of the FSTC and 
the ACSr staff; and (4) Administer the FSTC and its technical intelligence program until 
this authority is assumed by the CG, AM::. 
.£. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. Coordinate and supervise the 
activities of the technical services in planning for and exec~tion of the 
transfer to the CG, .AM:! of funds, personnel spaces, and personnel connected 
with technical intelligence. 
d. Chief of technical services. (1) Assist the ACSr in planning for the Fmc as he requires; 
(2) Assist the CG, ~ and the DCSLOO- as required by them in the 
exercise of their responsibilities. 
4. Area Analysis Intelligence Agenc (MIA Chief of ineers. An Area 
Analysis Intelligence Agency AAIA · ~ll be established in the Corps of Engi-
neers to support the Department of the Army. Responsibilities for planning 
and implementation are assigned as follows: 
a. ssistant Chief of Staff for Intelli 
Approve detailed organization and missions; 
Arrange for transfer of personnel spaces, personnel, funds, and 
functions, except those of The Surgeon General, to the Chief of 
Engineers from other technical services; 
(3) Effect coordination as required between the Department of the 
Army and the Defense Intelligence Agency; and 
(4) Direct the area analysis intelligence program. 
£.. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. Coordinate and supervise the 
activities of the technical services in planning for and execution of the 
transfer to the Chief of Engineers of funds, personnel spaces, personnel, and 
functions of other technical services, except The Surgeon General, connected 
wtth area analysis intelligence. 
c. Chief of ineers. 
1 Complete detailed plan for the Area Analysis Intelligence Agency 
including missions, functions, programs, funding costs, and 
tables of distribution and submit it to the ACSr for approval; 
(2) Without physical movement from their present locations, inte-
grate technical service area analysis intelligence resources 
into subordinate elements of the Area Analysis Alntelligence 
Agency; 
(3) Upon activation effect assignment of civilian personnel con-
~erned to the Chief of Engineers in accordance with civilian 
personnel regulations relating to functional transfers; and 
(4) Administer the .area analysis intelligence program. 
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DARPD 381-2 
d. Chiefs of technical services except The SUrgeon General and the~Chie:f 
of Engineers. Assist the Chief of Engineers and the DCSI..CG as. ~equired .1n 
planning :for and implementation of the Area Analysis Intelligence Agency. 
5 • Order of battle . intelligence. The ACSI will produce. order of battle 
. intelligence to 'support the Department of the Arrrry. " 
. a. Assist6ht Chief of Staff for Intell! ence. 
1 Produce order of battle intelligence; 
(2) Arrange for transfer of personnel spaces, funds, personnel, and 
functions from the technical services to the Asais~ant Chief of 
Staff for Intelligence; and 
(3) Effect coordination as required between the Department of the 
,A~ and the Defense Intelligence Agency. 
b. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics. Coordinate and supervise the 
activIties of the technical services in planning for and execution of the 
transfer to the ACSI of personnel spaces, funds, personnel, and functions con-
cerned with order of battle intelligence production. 
c. Chiefs of technical services. ASSist the ACSI and the DCSLOG as re-
quired in planning for and execution of the transfer to the ACSI of resources 
and responsibility for production of order of battle intelligence. 
6. Relationships. a. The ACSI will coordinate the transfer of those 
intelligence production functions which may, subsequently, become the responsi-
bility of the Defense Intelligence Agency. 
b. The ACSI with the assistance of the technical services and in coordi-
nation with the DAHQPG, will identify for the Deputy Chief of Staff for Per-
sonnel, the DC SLOG , CG, AMC, and the Chie:f of Engineers, those intelligence 
personnel spaces and individuals to be transferred in accordance with this 
directive. 
7. Effective dates. a. Effective date for planning is the publication 
date of this directive. 
b. Effective date for assumption of responsibiii ty by the Chief of Engi-
neers-for the production of area analysis intelligence is 1 July 1962. 
c. Effective date for the activation of the FeTC is to be announced. 
d. Effective date tor the ACSI to assume responsibility for the produc-
tion of all order of battle intelligence is 1 July 1962. 
By Order of the Secretary of the A~: 
Official: 
J. C., LAMBERr, 
Major General, United States Army, 
The Adjutant General • 
3 
G. H. DECKER, 
General, United States A~, 
Chief of Staff. 
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Distribution: 
Active Army: 
SA 
USofA 
ABA (FM) 
ABA (I&L) 
ASA (R&D) 
eLL 
NJ.: None. 
USAR: None. 
CofSA 
008 
DA St!' 
USCONARC 
DA.Reorganization Proj 
For explanation of abbreviations used, see AN 3~-50. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
WASHINGTON 25, D.C. 
23 May 1962 
SUBJECT: Consolidation of Ar.my Area Analysis Production 
.;co: Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, u. S. A:rcny 
1. On 9 May you presented a briefing covering Amy's plan for amalgamating 
Area Analysis intelligence production. You asked for my camnents on sever ... 
al considerations relating to this amalgamation. 
2. M¥ staf'f has considered in detail the following alternatives: 
a. Production of Area Ana.l:y-sis intelligence remaining with individual 
services. Only'maJor changes fran present manner of operation are: 
(1) That DIA will be responsible for the review and coordination 
of all Area Analysis type intelligence being produced by the three Ser-
vices. ~ 
(2) That the Army ACSI v.Ul consolidate personnel and functions 
of the separate technical services intelligence agencies 'Which had pre-
viously been engaged in the production of Area Analysis intelligence. 
Consolidation to be at Army Map Service under the supervision of the 
Chief of Engineers. 
b. Army designated as executive agent for an integrated DIA Area 
Analysis effort. Under this plan the assets of all three Services whiCh 
are devoted to the production of Area Analysis type intelligence will be 
consOlidated into three basic divisions: Environmental, Transportation, 
and Military Industrial. Those organizations, personnel and support, not 
presently located at Army Map Service I to include those of A:rmy Technical 
intelligence agencies, Navy, and Air Force 'Will be moved to AMS. A.nrry 
vill be designated as the Executive Agent and operate these divisions in 
accordance vith present Executive Agent practices. . DIA vill retain re-
view and staff supervisory responsibility. It is anticipa.ted by the Anrr:! 
ACSI that the Chief of Engineers vou1d, in turn, be designated as Army 
Exe cut i ve Agent for these divisions. 
c. Segment Area Ane..lys1s into three basic divisions of' DIA Production 
Center with location at AMS as tenants: 'lilis plan is basically identical 
to Pla.n B, 'Wi~ one major exception: the three divisiOns will be integral 
elements of the DIA Protluction Center and under' canplete caMnand of the 
DIA Production Center Chief. They will merely be tenants at .AMs and uti'" 
lize AMS support facilities. 
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d. Segment Area Ana.lysis into three basic divisions 'With two divi-
sions as tenants at AMS: Under this plan only two divisions, Environ .. 
mental and Transportation would be tenants at AMB. The third division". 
Military Industrial, would be housed at Arlington Hall Station along 
with other elements of the DIA Production Center. 
3. After considering the various advantages and disadvantages of these 
alternatives and their conformance with the DIA Production Center concept 
which 'WaS approved by SecDef on 29 September 1961, the following camnents 
are furnished: 
a. The Director DIA cannot subscribe to alternatives shown in para .. 
graph 2a or 2b. 
b. The Director DIA interposes no objection to Army am.aJ.gamating 
production of Environmental and Transportation intelligence production 
at the Army Map Service'. 
4. It is requested that planning include provision of space at AMB for 
integrating apprOximately 185 additional personnel from Navy and Air 
Force 'Who are engaged in the production of' Environmental and Transporta-
tion intelligence. 
5. My Production Center Planning Group is available to consult 'With 
your planners on any details of your amalgrunation as they relate to the 
DIA Production Center. 
2 
~,~ 
L t General, USAF 
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ACSI-IT 1st Ind (U) 
SUBJECT: Consolidation of Army Area Analysis Production 
HQt DAt OACofS for Intelligence, Washington 25, Q. C. 4 JUN 1962 
TO: Chief of Engineers, Department of Army, ATTN: ENGTO-I, Washington 25. D.C. 
Attached letter from the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency 
outlines the concept under which OCE must plan organization of its Area 
Analysis Intellioence AgencYt and is forwarded for your compliance. 
FOR THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE: 
General, GS 
of Foreign Intelligence 
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ORGANIZATION -AREA ANALYSIS INTELLIGENCE 
STAFF 
SUPERVISION 
DIA 
PRODUCTION 
CENTER 
DEPARTMENT 
OF ARMY 
ACSI 
CHIEF OF 
ENGINEERS 
DIRECTOR OF 
TOPOjAND MIL 
ENGINEERING 
SI,JRGEON 
GENERAL 
ARMY MAP SECURITY 
SERVICE f- -AND SUPPORT- - - - - - 1 
AREA ANALYSIS 
INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY 
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OPERATIONAL 
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MEDICAL 
INFORMATION AND 
INTELLlGENCf AGENCY 
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AREA ANALYSIS DIVISION 
1. Mission 
8. Is responsible for the direction of the worldWide 
Department of the Army Area Analysis intelligence activities. This 
includes the acquisition of infonnation and maintenance and the 
production end dissemination of intelligence to satisfy Department of 
the Army, Defense Intelligence Agency, and joirit, national and inter .. 
national requirements. 
b. Is responsible for the improvement of techniques utilized 
in the Intelligence cycle and for the adaptation of area ana1yai8 
intelligence, to the changing Defense requirements and for the utilization 
where possible by other national agencies in their mission activities.' 
c. Is responsible for the acquisition and provision,to the 
COll's of Engineers of all intelligence necessary to the accomplisbment .. 
of Engineer responsibilities. 
d. For operations, ,the Division is organized into the Planning, ' 
Acqu1~ition, Production, and NIB and standardization Branches. 
Accompliehment of the assigned Branch fUnctions satisfy the Ddvision 
mission responsibilities. 
2. Planning Branch: 
a. F~nnul.etes and develops long-range intelligence plena and 
programs; develops OOE policy and guidelines for the preparation and 
maintenance of the Area Analysis Intelligence Plan; prepares and 
maintains intelligence portions of various other plans, programs and 
reports. 
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b. Provides budget and ftmding guidance on worldwide Area 
Analysis Intelligence activities. 
c. Plans and directs the preparation of the Area Analysis 
Intelligence programs and annual Command Schedulesj provides assistance 
and guidance to higher echelons in the development of programs, the 
Command Schedule and establishment of projects. Develops, jOint programs 
with the Engineers of COIllIIl8.nds, ACSI, and DIA to meet common requirements, 
end directs implementation of the total resultant program by operating 
agenciesj periodically reviews and analyzes the program to insure prompt 
action on changes in program schedules, priorities, or objectives. 
d. Maintains continuing liaison with research and development, 
combat'development and planning agencies to determine courses of action 
in Area Analysis Intelligence activitiesj develops requirements for R&D 
projects to support Area Analysis intelligence. Ddrects the establish-
ment of ~ecific projects leading to improvement of intelligence end-
products, and supervises the accomplishment of these projects to insure 
meeting of requirements. 
e. Directs development of Area Analysis intelligence requirements 
for Automatic Data Processing (ADP) end Area Analysis Intelligence 
operational activities in the field ot ADPj maintains continuous liaison 
with other egencies to insure compatibility of systems developed. 
'" 
f. Develops the activities involved in partiCipation of the 
Division 1n the bionnual Tripartite Engineer Conferencej supervises 
. 8cccmpliBbment of actions resul.ting from the conference. 
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g. Serve6 a6 the OCE organizational element re~onsib1e for 
staff coordination of all planning and programming and budget guidance 
on Area Analysis Intelligence with higher echelons. 
3. Ac~isition Branch: 
a. Develops OOE policy relating to all aspects of Area Analysis 
Intelligence activities involving acquisition of data and materials. 
b. EValuates the utilization of acquisition resources, and 
provides advice and guidance to higher echelons in the development ot 
policy, procedures and programs for the worldwide acquisition of Area 
Analysis Intelligence information. 
c. Develops and maintains the acquisition portion of the Area 
Analysis Intelligence Planj develops acquisition programs to meet the 
innnediate and continuing needs of production elements; coordinates these 
programs with Engineers of Commands, ACSI, !lA, and the Defense Intell1gence 
Agency. 
d. Directs the implementation of acquisition programs by 
operating agencies; supervises the effort to insure meeting of requirements. 
e. Reviews, validates and approves acquisition requirements 
prepared by operating agencies. 
f. Serves a8 the OOE organizational element responsibl.a f.or 
staff coordination of all acquisition matters With governmental and non-
governmental agencies. 
g. Provides representation to specific National level camni ttees 
involved in acquisition and library activities. 
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4. Production Branch: 
a. Develops the policy and guidelines for the production of 
Area Analysis Intelligence; approve~ the specifications for the produc-
tion of intelligence studies and reports by operating agencies. 
b. Develops the specif'ic annual schedules for the production 
of Area Analysis Intelligence; coordinates schedules and projects with 
Engineers of Commands, Assistant Chief of staff for Intelligence I IlI:\ and 
the Defense Intelligence Agency. Directs the implementation of produc-
tion by operating agencies and supervises such production to insure 
meeting of schedules and reqUirements. 
c. Maintains production records and data, and serrtces all 
re~ests by OCE elements for information on the functional area of 
responsibility. 
d. Develops policy and procedures for the dissemination of 
Area Analysis Intelligence in accordance with existing regulations; 
directs the dissemination of such intelligence to meet Department of Defense, 
other governmental agencies and foreign government needs. 
e. Provides representation to specified national level committees 
involved in the preparation of intelligence estimates. 
f. Provides support to the Materiel Development and LogistiC 
end the Combat Development Commands to meet their intelligence requirements • 
. , 
g. Serves 9S the OCE organizational element responsible for 
staff" coordination of all production matters with governmental and non-
governmental agencies. 
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5. IUS and Standardization Branch: 
a. Develops OCE policy and guidelines relating to all NIS aspects 
of the Area Analysis Intelligence program; approves specifications for 
the preparation of NIS contributions by operating agencies. 
b. Provides advice and assistance to the Assistant Chief of 
staff for Intelligence, Defense Intelligence Agency and the Central 
Intelligence Agency on NIS programs and schedules to meet·requirements. 
c. Develops the specific annual programs and schedules for NIS 
production; coordinates these with all Defense Bnd non-Defense agencies 
as required. Directs the implementation of NIS production by operating , 
agencies and supervises such production to insure meeting of schedules 
and requirements, and NIS policy and specifications. 
d. Performs a continuing evaluation of NIS, in view of changing 
Defense and National needs; institutes projects to improve the NIS to 
attain greater utility of the product. 
e. Develops OCE policy and provides reconnnendations to higher 
echelons, relating to international standardization of Military Geographic 
Documentation; serves as the Corps of Engineers representative, and 8S 
reqUired of higher echelons, at National and International conferences on 
all matters relating to Military Geographic Documentation. 
f. Directs the preparation of draft standardization agreements 
by operating agencies; reviews these for adherence to ~9licy and national 
and international standards, aud recommends the finished drafts to higher 
echelons for adoption. 
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g. Acts as the Permanent Secretariat of the Tripartite 
standing Working Group on Engineer Intelligence. 
h. Serves as the OCE organizational element responsible tor 
staff coordination of all NIS and Military Geographio Documentation 
matters with governmental agencies. 
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AREA ANALYSIS llfmLLlGENCE AGENCY 
lQ Mission: The Area Analysis Intelligence Agency, Corps of 
Engineers, is responsible for plarui1ns, developing, and implementing 
a balanced intelligence program within the area of Army responsibility 
for the following ftelds of interest: 
ao Transportat1.on 
b. Mill tary Geography 
c. Telecommunications 
d. Military Resources 
SUch a program contains an all source capability and will include 
initiating and guiding the collection of intelligence information" 
organizing and maintaining intelligence, and producing and disseminating 
intelligence in Whatever form required for Army, jOint, and national 
intelligence use in R&D, operational and lOgistical planning, training, 
and missile support. The Agency will receive and integrate health and 
sanitation data produced by the Medical Information and Intelligence 
Agency, Office of the SUrgeon General. Army Area of interest in the 
designated fields of interest is defined as follows: 
a. f-r'ansportation - All information and data regarding 
developed lines of communication (highways, railroads, inland water-
ways, and ports) necessary to construct, maintain, modify, improve or 
demolish or operate any portion of these LOC elements or to evaluate 
and interpret the elements from a standpoint of U. Se .. friendly nations, 
or potential enemy military operations. 
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h. Military Geography - All information and data regarding 
the natural aspects of the earth's surface, the effects of weather and 
climate on these aspects, urban areas and the cultural aspects of r~ral 
areas which influence or affect military operations. Basic natural 
aspects are landforms, drainage, including Military Hydrology, 
vegetation, soils and geology as required per se and for interpretations 
for feasibility of cross country movement and airborne operations, 
construction materials, water resources, and construction'sites. The 
Army area of interest in coast and landing beaches includes all terrain 
aspects of landing beach areas from tLe near shore 30-foot depth land-
ward to the first developed line of communication. The Navy Department 
has responsibility and interest in general coastal description. 
c. Telecommunications: All information and data regarding 
foreign point-to-point telecommunications to include governmental 
organizations administering or operating telecommunications; commercial 
telecommunications organizations, wire communication facilities 
(including telephone and telegraph systems and international submarine 
cables); radio communication facilities, both domestic and inter-
national; broadcast and television facilities; integration of tele-
communication facilities; and the military appreciation and vulner-
ability of a nation's telecommunications. The Army area of interest 
. , 
does not include those portions of telecommunications normally associated 
with shipborne, or airborne facilities. 
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d. Military Resources - Army area of interest covers all 
information and intelligence data concerning production of foreign 
, 
Army materiel, including guided misse1s, motor vehicles, telecommunica-
tions and photographic equipment, explosives, power generation and 
distribution, construction material, pipelines, military manpower, and 
other economic subjects of military interest. 
2. Organization: The organization of the Area Analy~is Intelligence' 
Agency is given on the organization chart. (Incll). The functions of 
the Agency in accomplishing its mission are the combined functions of the 
organizational elements. These functions are detailed in the following 
paragraphs by organizational element. 
a. Control and Requirements Division 
(1) Mission: Responsible for the development and maintenance 
of a balanced intelligence plan to discharge the assigned mission of 
the Area Analysis Intelligence Agency; for the provision of staff 
guidance in the mission accomplishment; for the analysis of Agency 
operations to maintain and improve effectiveness and for the development 
of techniques and intelligence methods and presentations to satisfy 
changing user requirements; for the acquisition of data and support 
services required for Agency operation; and for the accomplishment of 
final review of Agency products. The Division is also responsible for 
providing headquarters the support needed for the Agency administration. 
The Control Branch and the Requirements Branch of the Division perform 
the folloWing functions in fulfilling the Division mission. 
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(2) Control Branch Functions 
(a) Formulates the immediate, intermediate, and long 
range Agency plans covering all intelligence aspects and other agency 
planning documents 8S required. 
(b) Prepares program justification and budget support 
. requirements. 
(0) Develops agency program schedules; I!repares 
project specifications; assigns programs to operating Departments and 
Divisionsj and provides implementation guidance. Monitors Agency 
production progress. 
( d) Accomplishes Agency program review end analysis to 
keep abreast of efficiency and effectiveness of operations. 
( e) Accomplishes final agency review of' products for _ 
oonformance with establsihed quality standards. 
(1') Analyzes Agency operations to maintain and improve 
effectiveness and develops and institute improved tecbn1qes of operations 
and presentations to satisfy changing user requirements. 
(g) Accomplishes necessarytechnioal liaison with 
Agencies and commands concerned with the Agency activities. Monitors 
neces,sary liaison with contract agencies (including Military Geology 
Branch) to assure compliance with specifications and production schedules. 
(h) Provides the required administrative support for 
the Agency headquarters. 
(i) Determines outside production support required to 
8ccOlllplish the Agency program and arranges for the adequate and timely' 
provision oC such support from Army Map Service facilities. 
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(j) Provides for the adequate and timely dissemination 
of Agency products. 
(k) Collates other Agency produced segments and 
finalizes the Army NIS Chapter IX contributions. 
(1) Provides the SUpport Division with schedules of 
Agency support requirements. 
(3) Re~irements Branch Functions 
(8) Develops and maintains sources and chanhels of 
information to satisfy Agency requirements. 
(b) Provides Agency representation to appropriate 
information source reading panels. 
(c) Arranges and monitors briefings and debriei'ings of 
personnel who are likely sources of information. 
(d) Arranges access to information sources for Agency 
personnel. 
(e) Obtains Agency requirements for information" 
accomplishes necessary coordination, and processing of, collection documents 
to fulfill these requirements. 
b. SUppo~ Division 
(1) Mission'" Responsible for providing the Agency with intelli-
gence documentation and intelligence photography required for operations 
end for provid.1.ng the necessary cartographic support to prepare Agenoy 
products for final publication. To fulfill these re~onslbi11ties the 
Division is organized into a Documents Drench" a Graphics Branch" end 8 
Photo Branch Which accomplish the folloWing functions. 
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(2) Documents Branch Functions 
(e) Catalogues, files, circulates, and distributes 
intelligence documents and reports. 
(b) Prepares Bnd maintains cerd cetalogue of the 
Document Branch collections. 
system. 
(c) Prepares and distributes lists of acce8sions. 
(a) DevelO,ps and maintains an 1nter .. 11brery loan 
(e) Provides reference service. 
(3) Gr!Vhics Branch Functions 
(a) Provides necessary graphic S'Ullport required for 
Agency compilations. 
(b) Prepares maps, charts, tables, graphs, and other 
graphic materials required for orientations, briefings, end special 
studies. 
(c) Provides guidance to intelligence agencies W1ch 
may prepare contributions for the Agency_ 
(d) Maintains file or reproduction materials of Agency. 
products. 
(e) Obtains and provides the Agency operating divis.ions 
with base materials necessary for study compilations. 
(4) Photo Branch Functions 
1 • 
(a) Evaluates aeriel and terrestrial photography for 
. A 
applicability to 1ntelligenceJ prepares and maintains records and indexes 
of such photography_ 
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(b) Selects, catalogs, maintains and furnishes 
terrestrial and aerial photographic prints applice.ble and necessary for 
the Agency operations. 
(c) Publishes and 'distributes accession lists to 
authorized recipients. 
(d) Prepares requirements for procurement of existing 
intelligence photography through domestic and foreign channels to 
complete or complement available photography, and initiates requests for 
such procurement. 
c. njESPA, Special Intelli~nce ~~i~iQn 
(1) Mission - Plans, develops, and implements the Area 
Analysis Intelligence Agency's (MIA) special intelligence (al) pro-
gram. 
(2) Functions 
(a) Formulates immediete, intermediate end long range 
plens covering all aspects of spec:tal intelligence (sr) activities of 
MIA. 
(b) Prepares program justification and budget support 
requirements. 
(c) Develops division program schedules, prepares 
proj~ct speCifications, assigns programs to operating branches and: 
sections and provides implementation guidance. 
(d) Accomplishes Agency program revi~w end analysis 
in order to maintain efficiency end effectiveness of operations. 
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(e) Produces Area Analysis studies and r~orts based on 
significant data availa.ble in the special intelligence program. 
(r) Operates a program for the sanitization of special 
intelligence for release to other AALA elements in support of: 
collateral intelligence studies, estimates and collection requirements. 
(g) Develops and issues special intelligence collection 
requirements based on needs of the Area Analysis Intelligep.ce Agency 
and availability of collection resources. 
(h) Provides technical consultant and production support 
directly to ACSI and NPIC in their production programs. 
(i) Maintains liaison with other government agencies 
with respect to coordination of programs procedures and requirements. 
(j) Procures, reviews and disseminates speciel 
intelligence data to both Special Intelligence D!vis1onel elements and the 
Department of Engineer speCial Project Activities. 
(k) Prepares and presents orientations and briefings on 
Area Analysis special intelligence programs and data. 
(3) Army Research GroJ3P 
Functions 
(a) Determines the type and quantity of information of 
Area Analysis interest end takee action for the procurement and 
automatic distribution of pertinent data. 
(b) Develops and maintains Speoial Intelligence contacts 
and channels of information to satisfy agency requirements. 
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(c) Arranges access to Special Intelligence information 
sources for agency personnel. 
(d) Coordinates and finalizes Area Analysis Speoial 
Intelligence requirements_ 
(e) Provides technical consultant servioes on Area 
Analysis subject re~onsib11ities. 
(4) §pecial Project Office 
Functions 
(a) Provides technical consultant services to the 
Special Aotivities Division, (SPAD) ACSI and the National Photo Interpretation 
Center (NPIC) on Area Analysis intelligence._ 
(b ) Assists SPAD personnel in the production of Department 
of Army and joint intelligence studies and estimates. 
(5) Support Branch Functions 
Graphics 
(a) Provides necessary special intelligence sr8]?h1o 
support required for agency compilations. 
(b) Prepares maps charts, tables graphs and other graphic 
materials required for orientations, briefings, and special studies. 
( c) Obtains and provides the operating branches with 
base materials necessary for study compilations. 
(d) Maintains file of reproduction materials. 
Read.:Ing Panel 
(a) Reviews incoming 81 data; selects and routes pertinent 
documents end reports to elements of the Special Intelligence Division and to the 
mepping and geodetic elements of IlESPA. 
(b) Reviews SI documents at other government agencies. 
Makes arrangements for automatic dissemination of publications ot MrA. interest. 
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Review 
(a) Accomplishes the review and edit of all intelligence 
products prepared by the Division. 
(b) Represents AAIA at review conferences with higher 
authorities relative to special intelligence products. 
(6) Environmental Branch, Military-Industrial Branch~ ~ 
Branch~ Chinal Branch and Allo Branch. 
Functions - The organizational chart~ Inci 2~ shows both 
the subject and geographic area responsibilities for each of these branches. 
Each branch has the following functions: 
(a) Reviews; evaluates, organizes, and maintains special 
intelligence data on their respective geographic areas and subjecc respon-
sibHities in order to satisfy Army, Joint, and National requirements. 
(b) Formulates immediate, intermediate and long range 
plans covering all aspects of SIan aSSigned subject and area fields. 
(c) Performs periodic surveys of available information 
and special intelligence holdings to determine deficiencies. 
(d) Initiates and provides guidance for the collection 
of special data based on subject and area responsibilities and availability 
of collection resources. 
(e) Prepares and presents briefings for all levels of 
users. 
(f) Prepares Area Analysis Studies and reports based on 
significant data available in the Special Intelligence Program. 
(g) Plans and conducts training of mi1itary and civilian 
personnel on Subject and/or area responsibility as required. 
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(h) Provides DA desk level consulting services or 
conference representation as required. 
(i) Compiles and prepared data for sanitization in 
support of collateral studies and collection requirements by revieWing all 
applicable studies, estimates and collection instruments prepared by MIA. 
d. Transportation Department 
(1) ltIission - Responsible for the development and eccom,plisl1 .. 
ment of programs for the collection of intelligence in:formation and the 
maintenance and production of required intelligence, world-wide, covering 
the BubJects of highways, railroads, ports, and inland waterways, 
including interpretations df tran5oPortation features or combination~f 
them for military significance. Responsible for maintaining a knowledge 
of the "state of the arttl in subject i"ield of interest" for ad.vising the 
control and Requirements Division of requirements for new developments 
and for assisting in such developments. 
(2) Functions 
(a) Formulates immediate" intermediate, and long 
range plans covering all aspects of intelligence on assigned sUbject fields. 
(b) Prepares program and budget support justification 
to accomplish planned intelligence programs. 
(c) Develops departmental achedules for authorized 
programs; prepares project ~ecifications, when necessary; assigns 
projects to line divisions; provides guidance requ1red'""by line divisionsj 
monitors the activities of the line divisions. 
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(d) Maintains those reports and central records that 
are necessary to the operations of the Department. Analyzes workload, 
manpower, performance and effectiveness of operations to determine 
Department continuing capability and capacity for workload assignment. 
(e) Performs a staff review of Department products to 
insure uniformity of approach and treatment among the line divisions and 
quality control. 
(f) Processes and submits to Agency headquarters 
collection of information requirements initiated within the Line Divisions. 
(g> Provides advice, monitoring, and inspection 
servicing of any outside contracts pertinent to subject field/fields of 
interest. 
e. Transportation Department 
Highways Division 
Railroads Division 
Ports Divisions 
Inland Waterways Division 
(1) Mission - Each of the above line Divisions of the Trans-
portation Department are responsible for initiating and providing guidance 
for the collection of appropriate information and intelligence on their 
assigned subject/subjects; for evaluating, interpreting, and organizing 
these data; and for compiling, producing and maintaining intelligence 
studies or· products as required to include estimates of transportation 
.. 
route and network capacities and capabilities. In fulfilling this 
responsibility each line Division accomplishes the following functions 
which are performed, as appropriate by the designated geographic branches 
(Eastern, Western, and Sino-Soviet) within each ·Division. 
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(2) Functions 
(a) Develops, produces and maintains for assigned 
subject/subjects; world-vide, intelligence products to satisty Army, JOint, 
and National requirements. 
(b) Performs adequate edit and quality review of produots 
(produced wi thin the Division) to insure meeting of requestor t iI requirements 
and/or standard specified criteria and instruction. 
(0) Evaluates, analyzes, inte:t:prets, and organizes 
infDrmation and intelligence into a system to facilitate the production 
of, or re~onsiveness to, intelligence products or requests. 
( d) Performs periodic surveys of available information 
• 
and intelligence holdings to detenuine deficiencies, validity sndper-
tinence. 
( e) Ini tiatea and provides guidance for the collection 
of appropriate information on assigned subject/subjects. 
(r) Prepares and presents briefings for all levels of 
intelligence users. 
(g) Plans and conducts training of military and civilian 
personnel on subject responsibility as required. 
(h) Provides DA desk level oonsulting services or 
conference representation as required. 
(i) Maintains records necessary for efficient 
operation. 
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f. Environment Department 
(1) Vdssion - Re~onsible for the development and 8cc~11Bh. 
ment of programs for the collection of intelligence information, the 
maintenance and production of required intelligence, world .. Wide, o~er1ns 
the subjects of terrain, urban areas and coasts and landing beaches. 
Terrain embraces the subjects of landforms, drainage including hydrology, 
vegetation, s011s, geology, and interpretations of these basic terrain 
features or combinations of them for military signifioance •. Responsible 
for maintaining a lmowledge of the "st.ate of the art" in subject field of 
interest, tor adVising the Control Bnd Requirements Division of requirements 
for new developments and for assisting in such developments. 
(2) »:unctions 
(a) Formulates immediate, intennediate, and 10ng range 
plans covering all aspects of' intelligence on assigned subjeet fields. 
(b) Prepares program and budget support justitication 
to accomplish planned intelligence programs. 
(c) Develops' departmental schedules tor author1zed 
programs,; prep8~es project specifioations when necessary,; assigns 
proJects to line diVisions; provides guidance required by line divis1ons; 
monitors the activities of the line divisions. 
(d) Maintains those reports and central records that 
are necessary to the operations of the Department. Analyzes workload, 
manpower, performance and effectiveness of O,perations to' determine 
Department cOnt1nuing capability a nd capacity for workload assignment. 
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(e) Performs staff' review of' Department products 
to insure uniformity of' approach and treatment among the line divi.ions 
and quality control. 
(f) Processes end submits to Agency hea~rter. 
collection of information requirements initiated within the Line 
Divisions. 
(g) Plans end conduots training of milit~ry end 
ciVilian personnel on subject responsibility as required. 
g. Environment ~artment 
Terrain Division 
Urban Areas Division 
coasts and Landing Beaches Division 
(1) Mission - Each of the above line Divisions of the 
Environment' Department are responsible for initiating end providing 
guidance for the collection of appropriate information and intelligence 
on their assigned subject/subjects; for evaluating and organizing these 
data; and for compiling" producing and maintaining intelligence studies 
or products as required. In fulfilling this responsibility each line 
~vi81on accomplishes the following functions which are performed, 8S 
appropriate by the designated geographiC branches (Eastern, western', and 
Sino-Soviet) within each Division. 
(2) Functions 
(8) Develops" produces, end maintains-for, assigned 
subJect/subJects, wor1d-wide, intelligence products to setisfyArmy, 
JOint, and National requirell1ents. 
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(b) Performs adequate edit and quality revie" of 
products (produced within the Division) to insure meeting of requestor's 
requirements and/or standard specified criteria and instruction. 
(c) Evaluates, analyzes, and organizes information end 
intelligence into 8 system to facilitzte the production of l or responsiveness 
t01 inte1l1gence products or requests. 
(d) Performs perio~ic surveys of available information 
and intelligence holdings to determine deficiencies, validity and 
pertinence. 
(e) Initiates and providea guidance for the collection 
of appropriate information on assigned subject/subjects. 
(r) Prepares and presents briefings for all levels,of 
intelligence users. 
(g) Plans 8lld conducts training of military and civilian 
personnel on subject responsibility as required. 
(h) Provides DA desk level consulting services or 
conf'erence representation as required. 
(i) Maintains recDrds necessary for efficient operation. 
h. Militarl Industrial ~artment 
(1) Mission - Responsible for the development and 
accomplisbment of programs for the collection of 1ntelligeticeinformation 
and the production of required intelligence, world-wide, covering the 
sUbJ ects of telecommunications and military resources. Responsible for 
mainta:ining a knowledge of the "state of the art" :in subjeot field of interest, 
for advising the Control and Requirements Division of requirements for new 
developments and for aSSisting in such developments. 
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(2) Functions 
(8) Formulates innnediate, intermediate, and long 
range plans covering all aspects of intelligence on assigned subject 
fields. 
(b) Prepares program and budget support justifioation 
to accomplish planned intelligence programs. 
(c) Develops departmental achedules for authorized 
programsi prepares project specificetions, when necessarYi. aSSigns 
projects to line divisions; provides guidance required by line division.; 
monitors the activities of the line divisions. 
(d) Maintains those reports and central records that 
• 
are necessary to the operations of the Department. Analyzes workload, 
manpower, performance and effectiveness of operations to determine 
Department continuing capability and capacity for workload assignment. 
( e) Perf'orms a staff' review of Depetrtment products to 
insure unifonnity of' approach and treatment among the line divisions end 
quality control. 
(f) Processes and submits to Agency headquarters 
collection of information requirements initiated within the Line Divisions. 
(g) Provides advice, monitoring, and inspection servicing 
of eny outside contract pertinent to subject fie~d/fielda of intere:st. 
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.fi-' )tI. Hili tary Industrial Department 
Telecommunications Division 
Military Resources Division 
(1) Mission - Each of the above line Divisions ot the 
Military Industrial Department are responsible for initiating and 
providing guidance for the collection of appropriate information and 
intelligence on their essigned subject/SUbjects; for evaluating and 
organizing these data; end for compiling" producing and maintaining 
intelligence studies or products as required. In fulfilling this 
responsibility each line Division accomplishes the following funotions 
which were performed" as appropriete by the designated geographic , 
branches (Eastern" Western, and Sino-Soviet) within each Diviaion. 
(2) Functions 
(e) Develops, produces, and maintains for assigned 
subject/subjects, world-vide, intelligence products to setisty Army, 
Joint, and National requirements. 
(b) Perfonns edequate edit and quality review ot 
products (produced within the Division) to insure meeting of requestor's 
requirements and/or standard specified criteria and instruction. 
(c) Evaluates, analyzes, and organizes information 
and iritelligence into a system to facilitate the production of, or 
responsiveness to, intelligence products or requests. 
(d) Performs periodic surveys of svel18ble information 
and intelligence holdings to determine deficiencies, validity and per-
tinence. 
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(e) Initiates and provides guidance for the collection 
of appropriate information on 8ssi~ed subject/subjects. 
(r) Prepares and presents briefings for all levels of 
intelligence users. 
(g) Plans end conducts training of military and civilian 
personnel on subject re~onsibility as required. 
(h) Provides DA. desk level consulting services or 
conference representation as required. 
(1) Meintains reCords necessary for eff1oientoperation. 
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~~ •• t.s_~~ .. Area Analysis Intelligence Agency 
QUARTERLY SCHEDULE 
_ ISCAl YEAR 
1963 
OATE 
lIlE 
IUM-
8£R 
OBJECTIVE OR ACTIVITIES TITU: 
FISCAl. YEAR 
COIIWID 
SQIEDUL£ FIRST QUARTER SECOIID QUARTER THIRD QUARTER FOURTH QUARTER 
II AII- IIAII- IIAN- NAN- - IIAN- IIAII-UIlIT HOURS UIIIT "OURS UIlIT "OURS UIIIT HOURS UIlIT "OURS UIlIT "OURS 
• b c d • f 9 h I j k I • n 
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2b(l}LOC Studies 12 28,280 
2b (2 }TacCTA Studies 41 71,855 
2b( 3 Port Briefs 24 18,975 
2b(4P Other 19 27,950 
2c ACSI DA Studies - Subtotal ~ 118,230 
2c(lPPACOM Engr. Intell ProJ. 1 39,800 
2c (2 DUSARAL Terr. & Inte1l Pro,. 13 27,885 
DATE SUBIl I TTED TYPED IIAII£ AIIO TITLE OF SUBIlITTIIG -OFFICIAl SI611ATUltE 
1 
ACCOMPLI SHED 
OUR IIG REPORT-
ED QUARTER 
IIAN-UNIT 
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IIUIIBER OF PAGES 
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IIAN-UIlIT 
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• SCAl YEAR COMMAND SCHEDULE AND OUARTERLY PROGRESS OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 1963 (DA " •• 0 1J - , ) -
( ( 
TO: FROM: DATE 
W:s 1'J,:f't &,pt=~-O+- at a f f ,- 'In tell i g€ ht'e 
-De9 a Ii= ti~.oL~-A..ay Area Ana1ysi. Intelligence Agency 
FIS~ YEAR FiSCAl YEAR QUARTERlY SCHEDULE D A COtIWID 
LINE PROQRlM SCHEDULE FIRST QUARTER SECOND OUARTER THIRD OUARTER FOURTH OUARTER NUM- OBJECTIVE OR ACTIVITIES TITLE 
BER MAH- MAH- MAH- MAH- MAN- MAH -UNIT HOURS UN IT HOURS UNIT HOURS UNIT HOURS UNIT HOURS UNIT HOURS 
a b e d • f 9 h I j k I • n 
2c(3D USAREUR Long-Range Pro,. 1 6,635 
2c{4 D USARCARIB Long-Range Pro3. 1 4,110 
2c(5 D Other 26 39,200 
2d NIS Sections & Contributions 156 p25,115 
: 
2e Other Area Anel. Activities 
-
37,090 
2f Other Prod. Activity for ACSI 
-
66,660 
13 AD~ITNISTRA TION 
-
~~,075 
4 RESEARCH & PROCESSING - TOTAL 
- 303,605 
.' 
4b Processing 
-
~11,O35 
4b Special Intelligence ActIvities 
-
192,570 
Is MANAGEloENT 
-
88J OO5 
DATE SUBMITTED TYPED NAME AHD TITLE OF SUBMITTING OFFICIAL SIGNATURE 
REPLACES OA FORM 1l78-1-R, 1 SfP ,~ AHD OA FORM ' ~78-2-R, 1 SfP ,~, WHICH ARE OBSOLETE 
.P20.TS C»NnDL S1'IIBOL 
CSGID-'J(.') 
PAGE HUMeER NUMBER OF PAGES 
2 3 
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COMMAND SCHEDULE AND OUARTERLY PROGRESS OF TECHNICAL. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 
leA •••• 11.2, 
TO: FIOH: 
..... ; • t 'B&..QW..eL~.St. f f. ~te I J.i len.oe 
J\e,pe.r: Ii ... n.t-d-..t.h.a.~ Area .Analya1s Intell1genee Agenc7 
FIsc:, YEAI fiSCAl. YEAI OUAITEILY DA COIIIAID 
lIlE PROGRM talEDUL£ FIRST QUARTER SECOIO OUARTER 
• UN- OBJECTIVE OR ACTIVITIES TI11.£ 
lEi MAI- MAM- IAI- 1.1-UIIT HOUIS .,.IT "OURS - liN IT MOURS _ "In lOUIS 
a b C d • f 9 h I J 
6 0'1."HER A~T1.V 1.'1'.u;~ 
-
Ja.o.o~ 
7 SUMMARY 
7a Subtotal 1-6 incl. 1. ~oS.100 
7b Loss Time B27,~ 
7c Grand Total . -2.0 ~,240 
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TAB B - Part I 
ARBA AKA:LTSIS IBTELLIGBKCE 
FORDING R!SOURCES AVAILABLE 
/ 
8 June 19(' ( 
AGENCY 
I 
::0 1 
~ I 
::0 
o j 
0 1 
c ; 
0 ' 
m ' 
o 
~ l 
I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~ I 
B. A. A. 
2110 
2270 
2870 
2860 
Operation and Maintenance o~ Schools 
OSATIA 
Operation o~ other Transportation Facilities 
USATIA 
Mapping and Geodesy . 
0CE-AM3 (froIIl BAA 2870) 
Budget to Congress - FY 1963 B.A.A. 2870 
Less: Transfer to F .S.T.C. 
Transfer to O.B. 
Plus: Document Library (trans~er ~rom 
B.A.A. 2870-Mapping and Geodesy) 
Evaluation Activities 
(M 
O'l'IA 
CCIA 
USASIA 
USATIA 
ACSI - Tech Div. 
'!'OrAL Funds Available to Area Analysis Intell1gence Agenay 
, ,,; 
.. , \ ' 
'., .1 • 
. . , -"~ , \ 
HarE: Funds for ACSI - Tech Div, cover .alari.es end fringe ben~it8 only - Bo tund 
availability ~or travel, supplies and equtpaent vas provided by ACSI. 
.. ', ~ • ..r 
:I: I 
m 
// 
B.A.A. 
21 10 
22 70 
28 60 
Operation & Maintenance of Schools 
USA11A 
Operation of other Transportation Facilities 
USAnA 
Evaluation Activities 
AMS 
D/EJ 
D/TS 
Liaison Division 
Map Evaluation--
Document Library 
Photo Service and 
Information Division 
D/Geodesy 
D/Cartography 
D/GAD 
D/ESPA 
PAP Staff 
OCE Field Group 
Rivers & Harbors 
Beach Erosion Board 
' •• ' .A"" 
TAB II - Part II 
FY - 1963 Estimate 
Area Analysis Intelligence Agency 
Required Funding-current structure 
(~rifan) 
-0-
17 
601 
222 1,860,048 
9 63,215 
3 186,365 
33 185,015 
9 
38 
57 
6 
11 
18 
29 
63,825 
498,420 
22,380 
232,800 
445,900 
609,053 
78~070 
Agency 
Total 
$ 1,000 
143,000 
16" -:'000 ~.~ 
182,000 
288,000 
( 
'B.A.A. 
- Total 
$ 1,~ 
143,000 
7,904,000 
( 
8 June 1962 
Includes 80 MY :m. support received 
FSTC (13) and (4) OB -:Pe1'8onnel :exclucle4 
Includes 22 MY and $161,100 
in support received 
Includes ~,i of 3 MY in support received 
Includes cOst of 3 MY - $23,000 in 
support received 
Includes CQst of 34 MY - $445,900 in 
support received 
Includes cost of 16 MY - $140,745 in 
support received less $25,200 supportu 
Includes _ cost of 2 MY - $20,000 in 3 
support received ~ 
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. FY -. 1963 Estimate 
Area Analysis Intelligenee ~ncy 
Required Funding - Cont'. 
B. A. A. 
( 
.~ B - Part II (Cont'd) 
Spaces 
(Civilian) 
( 
Agency B.A.A. 
TOTAL TOTAL 
( 
::0 
~ ! 
::0 ' 
0 1 
0 ' 
C ' 
(") 
m , 
o 
> : 
-4 
z 
> 
-4 
o 
z 
QM 
OTIA 
CCIA 
USASIA 
USATIA 
'SI, 
5 
47 
JK) 
Includes $25,000 in support ~ 
ACSI - Tech Div 
Service Contracts 
USASIA - SIGMA, RCA Service Co. 
USATIA - Georgetov.D Univ. 
AMS - Military Geology Br., USGS 
90 
16 
TOTAL - Funds Required ~or Area Analysis Intelligence Agency 
NOTES: 
received. 
$8,048,000 
1. Other technical services have offered no 08cM of F funds to AAIA to support the technical personnel being transferred. It is estimated 
that an additional 15 personnel spaces and $75,000 will be required to provide this support at the Army Map Service, and $25,000 at 
Arlington Hall. '.rhis amount has not been included in the above estimates. Tbe $100,000 should be provided to AAIA as BAA 2809 -
Operation and Maintenance of Facilities. 
2. No funds have been included to cover cost of possible physical move. A rough estimate of $50,000 has been medea 
3. In the event of a physical move it is assumed that GSA will transfer all supplies and equipment (including furniture) to AAIA without 
charge. 
4. In addition to the required fUnding shown above, the following estimates are provided which reflect unfinanced requirements as furnished 
by the elements eoncerned. 
Special Intelligence Activities $ 95,000 
Production end Maintenance of LOC 
Studies (14 spaces - USATIA') 135,000 
Increase in Georgetown university 
contract for productIon of RIS 
(USATIA) 58,000 
TOTAL $288,000 
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TAB H - Part III "'tl ! :0 ' g i 
AREA ANALYSIS INTZLLlGENCE AGENCY c: ' 0 1 ( m ! o · 
BUOOET ESTIMATE I 
Surw1MARY OF MAN-YEARS AND OOLLARS ~ I 
m 
Civilian In-Plant Contract Total z 
:> Men-Years Do1lers Dollars Dollars ~ ! 
-1. Collection & Library Activity 113 $ 940,000 $ 104,000 $ 1,044,000 0 z 
:> 
r-
2. Production 350 3,044,000 1,609,000 4,653,000 :> 
::0 
0 
a. Category I Studies (14) (122,000) (34,000) ~156;~~ x -b. Category II Studies (55) (477,000) (64'700~ 541,700 < ", 
c. ACSI-DA Studies (44~ (386,000) (383,000 769,000 (n d. NIS Sections & Cont. (198 (1,721,000) (1,088,~~ (2,809,00Q} 
e. Other AAIA Activities 
. ~14) (119,000) (1 900 (120,900 _ 
t. Other Prod. Activity for ACSI 25) (219,000) (37 ,400) - (256,400 
3· Administration 1&6 383,000 102,000 485,000 
4. Research & Processing 130 1,089,000 214,000 1,303,000 
a. Processing (40) (329,000) (124,000) (453,~~ 
b. Special Intell Activity (90 ) (160,000) (90,000) (850,000 
Management 43 356,000 23,000 379,000 
6. Other Activity 16 131,000 53,000 184,000 
Grand Total 698* $5,943,000 $2,105,000** $8,048,000 
Area Analysis Intelligence Breakout by Current structure 
OCE 515* $4, 37ti,671 $1,430,000 $5,ooti,671 
USATIA 107 tl11,OOO 375,000 1,192,000 
USASIA 1J6 403,5~ 300,000 703,584 
OTIA 5 tl4,150 ts4,150 
~ 5 40,372 40,372 
CCIA 4 53,%tl 53,56tl 
ACSI - Tech. Div 16 165,655 165,655 
Grand Total 698 $5,943,000 $2,105,000 . $8,048,000 
* Includes 80 M8D~Year8 AMS support. 
** 201 Man-Years estimated. 
\ AREA ANALYSIS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
DOCUMENTS SUB-COMrw1ITrEE 
REPORT 
1. Mission: 
To provide the plan for the most practical and timely means ot 
integrating technical service area analysis documentation with that held 
by the Engineer repository at Army Map Service. 
a. Prior to "physical movement" of desk analysts from their 
present locat,ions J and 
b. When "physical movement 'I is made. 
2. Definition: . 
Area analysis documentation includes materials of all types 
(documents J pamphlets J books, periodicals, special maps, photographs, etc). 
3. Facts Bearing on Problem: 
a. Effective date of assumption of production responsibility 
by the Corps of Engineers is 1 July 1962; date of "physical movement" 
is 1 July 1962 plus x days. 
b. Heads ot technical services will assist the Chief of Engineers 
as required in planning and implementing for the integration of doc\lJJlf!ntary 
resources. 
c. F~ activation and "physical movement" may antedate the 
"physical movement" by AA1A personnel. 
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d. ~e Military Industrial Department MIA, will be housed at 
Arlington Hall Station after "physical movement" by AAIA. 
4. Recommendations: 
a ~ Prior to "physical movement. It 
(1) All document activities to remain at their present 
location under their present procudures. 
(2) All technical services concerned provide the Corp~ ot ' , 
Ens1Deers by 29 June with statemen:ts', of (Area Analysis) Intelligence 
Interest (SI~) and subject codes cover,ing only those functions which will 
be" transferred" to ' the Chief 'ot Engineers • . ' '!be statements should take the 
torm ot the ,SII furnished to OACSI and include listings of requirements 
, ,tor recurrent 'publications . . '(See letter ACSI-ICD, 1 July 1961, subJect: 
( , ' Statements ,ot Intelligence Interest) , 
(3) Corps otEngineers will establish ' by 30 July an approved 
library subJect listing for cataloging purposes after coordination with 
appropriate personnel. 
( 4) Assisting ' technical service s (except 'It) will prepare 
and provide as required ' by the Corps of Engineers, listings of active 
dC!7C~ntation held on area ana1.y8is subjects; obsolete 40cumeAti to be 
destroye,d as early as practical. 
(5) ' No unilateral action w1ll be taken by F8m or any 
, technical 'service with regard , to transfer of documentary materials without 
. consultation with appropriate Corps ot Engineers elements. 
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b. ~fuen physical move is made. 
(1) '!he Corps of Engineers MIA will process, catalog, and 
provide . service on all new documents: utilizing AMS system for the present, 
with addition of subject breakdown required by added elements. Documents 
will be procured in duplicate, where possible and as needed. 
(2) TIA documentation and required library equipment to be 
transferred to AAIA, AMS, and maintained intact. Documents will be inte· .. 
grated, as time permits, or destroYed as they become obsolete. FSTC 
documentation will be withdrawn as required (or furnished on ioan, or in ! 
BaDe reproduced form if also of area analysis interest). ' 
~ (3) AAIA will rely heavily on the present Signal Corps 
(SCIA) collection which will remain in its present form at Arlington Hall 
station and will service the Military Industrial Department, AAIA, and 
other elements as required. Signal· area analysis documentation will be 
integrated in hard copy form into MIA as doucmentation is withdrawn for 
production use or upon request, when capabilities for integration exist. 
(When and if the FSTC moves the Signal Corps .collection f'rom Arlington 
Hall, or if documentation is permanently removed from this collection, 
appropriate Engineer and AAlA personnel will be given prior notification 
in order to estab1ish equipment needs, if any, and the means of maintaining 
or transt'erring the signal area analysis documentation.) It is not anti-
capated that Signal Corps intelligence library equipment will be required 
.... 
by AAIA provided documentation is furnished in hard copy, as appropriate, 
and capabilities for integration exist. 
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(4) Quartermaster, Ordnance and Chemical Corps' active 
holdings on area analysis subJects, not held at AMS, will be separated out 
and transferred to AAIA for accessioning. Personnel being transferred 
will determine the documentation required. Transfer will be made in hard 
copy plus one copy of the catalog card of each cataloged document. 
( 5) MIA document fac iIi ty will: 
(a) ID.tegrate Ordnance, Quartermaster arid Chemical 
Corps' holdipgs. 
(b) Maintain and process the TIA documentation as 
noted in 4b (2) above. 
( c) Maintain liaison with the Signal Corps library 
facility. Effect the transfer (and duplication, if necessary) and 
accessioning of the area analysis documentation as noted in 4b (3) above. 
Insure complete cooperation in the exchange and servicing of ~a analysis 
documentation to the Military Industrial Department, MIA. 
(d) Service Military Industrial Department at Arlington 
Hall Station and contracting agencies as any other department on AMS 
premises, i.e., service will be identical to that now given to the Beach 
Erosion Board and Board of Engineers for Rivers and Harbors, OCE, and the 
Military Geology Branch, USGS. 
(e ) As needs dictate, provide library support to the 
Military Industrial Department at Arlington Hall Station. ~ 
(f) Give consideration and study the possiblities of 
utilizing DA and/or DOD ccmpatible machine processes for accessioning, 
cataloging, maintaining end. servicing area analysis documentation. 
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(Determination will be made as to the feasibility of currently continuing 
the ACTICARD system) 
(g) Maintain liaison with the FSTC document facility 
to coordinate acquisition or transfer of periodical s, publications, etc. 
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(I) 
REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES 
TOTAlS 
Mil 
Headquarters 2 
Plannjng Branch 0 
Acquisition Branch 0 
Production Branch 0 
NIS and stand. Branch 0 
2 
I Planning Branch 
, Chief - 1~ - GS 15 
t Asst/Programs & Budget 
lOS GS 14 
lOS GS 13 
I ABst/ Plans & Development' 
lOS as 14 • 
t secretary as 5 
9 ...... $ • z?"'s;z;::; 
AREA ANALYSIS DIVISIOB 
, Heaa.qu.art~s Civ t 
T t Chief 
5 
5 
6 
6 
25 
, t Asst Chief 
t t Executive 
Secretary 
t Clerk 
, 
t 
• Acquisition Branch 
, Chief lOS - GS 15 
• Aset/Requirements 
lOS as 14 
• Asst/~loitation & • 
Liaison lOS - OS 141 
lOS - as 13' 
'Secretary OS 5 t 
, 
Colonel 
1<:& - as 15 
Captain 
006 
005 
, 
t 
,...,..., 
• 
, Production Branch 
• Chief - 100 - as 15 
t Asst/Trensportetion 
100 - GS 14 
• Asst/Enviornment 
l~ - GS 14 
, Asst/M111 tary Industry' 
108- as 14 • 
• Admin Asst as 9 I 
'Secretary GS 5 
, ' 
NIB &: Standardization Br I, 
t Chief lOS GS 15 • , 
Asst/SCheduling &: t 
Coordination 100 -GS -14' '. 
, Asst/Quality, Control ' 
lOS - GS 14 
Asst/Scope end Format 
100 - GS 14 
lOS - GS 13 
t Secretary GS 5 
I 
I 
-.. ;' -:-."" , . ~ -~ . 
- -_. ~ --.~ -----. - '- -.~ - ----- .--
Ir.. 
Personnel assigned to OB spaces from Tech Services: 
Eurasian Dtv. 
Mr. Matecki, GS13 
Mrs. Hardy, GSll 
Mr. Johnson, GSll 
Mrs. Holbrook, GSll 
Miss White, GS9 
Miss Rodger, GS4 
Eastern Di v. 
Mrs. Schade, GS12 
Mr. Winkenwerder, GS12 
Mr. Ewanik, GS12 
Mr. Sm ith, GSll 
Mr. Hobgood, GS9 
Miss Caccam isi, GS6 
Western Div. 
Mr. Just, GS12 
Mr. Trayanovich, GS12 
Mr. Remmlein, GS12 
Mrs. Brahler, GSll 
Mr. Lynch, GSll 
Mr. Peck, GS9 
Vacancy, GS4 
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Recor d Group 319 
Records of the Ar my Staff 
from 
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